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Abstract
Let an infinite, homogeneous, many-body quantum system be unitarily evolved for a long time from 
a state where two halves are independently thermalized. One says that a non-equilibrium steady state 
emerges if there are nonzero steady currents in the central region. In particular, their presence is a sig-
nature of ballistic transport. We analyze the consequences of the current observable being a conserved 
density; near equilibrium this is known to give rise to linear wave propagation and a nonzero Drude peak. 
Using the Lieb–Robinson bound, we derive, under a certain regularity condition, a lower bound for the 
non-equilibrium steady-state current determined by equilibrium averages. This shows and quantifies the 
presence of ballistic transport far from equilibrium. The inequality suggests the definition of “nonlinear 
sound velocities”, which specialize to the sound velocity near equilibrium in non-integrable models, and 
“generalized sound velocities”, which encode generalized Gibbs thermalization in integrable models. These 
are bounded by the Lieb–Robinson velocity. The inequality also gives rise to a bound on the energy current 
noise in the case of pure energy transport. We show that the inequality is satisfied in many models where 
exact results are available, and that it is saturated at one-dimensional criticality.
© 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction and main results
Quantum systems out of equilibrium present some of the most important challenges of modern 
physics. Recently, non-equilibrium states in many-body systems have received much attention, 
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(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
B. Doyon / Nuclear Physics B 892 (2015) 190–210 191Fig. 1. The partitioning approach, in the example of a temperature difference. Transient regions separate asymptotic 
reservoirs from the central, steady-state region. The thick dotted line is the integration contour used in the proof.
with for instance experimental studies of quantum heat flows [1], generalized thermalization 
[2] and the light-cone-like spreading of correlations [3]. A family of non-equilibrium states 
which offer the hope for a deep understanding and a strong theoretical framework are steady 
states carrying flows of energy, charge or particles with constant rates. These are the simplest 
non-equilibrium states, yet display many aspects of physics far from equilibrium, including non-
equilibrium fluctuation relations and entropic fluctuations [4–7]. They are of particular interest 
within many-body systems, where the interplay between quantum behaviors and non-equilibrium 
physics is prominent. In order to develop a general theory of non-equilibrium quantum steady 
states, it is of paramount importance to obtain further model-independent results. A fundamen-
tal problem is to establish conditions for the existence of non-equilibrium currents, and quantify 
these currents and their cumulants. The aim of the present paper is to make progress in this direc-
tion. We derive a lower bound, expressed in terms of equilibrium averages, for non-equilibrium 
ballistic currents and noise in local many-body systems.
A construction of non-equilibrium steady states that takes into account the full unitary dy-
namics is the partitioning approach, introduced in [8–10] in one-dimensional models. Here we 
consider the general higher-dimensional setup studied in various recent works [11–15]. Two 
halves, the left and right (with longitudinal coordinate x1 ≷ 0), of an infinite d-dimensional 
homogeneous system are independently thermalized, then connected and unitarily evolved for 
a long time. In this construction, the asymptotic regions x1 → ±∞ play the roles of reservoirs, 
furnishing and absorbing energy, particles or charge (see Fig. 1). Generically, the steady state 
resulting at infinite times in the central region does not carry currents because of diffusive ef-
fects. However, non-equilibrium currents are expected to emerge if ballistic transport is allowed 
by the dynamics. This is of special interest for many-body physics, as ballistic transport points 
to anomalous, often collective, behaviors.
Assume that a longitudinal current observable j := j1 is the density of a conservation law,
∂tj+ ∇ · k= 0. (1)
The current usually describes the transfer of a quantity q (energy, charge or particle density) 
via another conservation law ∂tq + ∇ · j = 0, and k := k1 is interpreted as the “longitudinal 
pressure”. Near equilibrium and under the assumption of local Gibbs thermalization, these con-
servation laws give rise to linear wave equations (“sound waves”) determined by the equations 
of state, whence to ballistic transport of small perturbations. Formally, a related, but more gen-
eral, statement is that relation (1) leads to a nonzero Drude peak [16,17]. One may ask to what 
extent such ballistic transport subsists far from equilibrium – to what extent is there far-from-
equilibrium wave propagation?
We will show that under a certain condition of regularity for the dynamics of k in transient 
regions, there is indeed non-equilibrium ballistic transport if (1) holds. We will show that the 
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from below by the difference of equilibrium bulk averages of k in the states of the original left 
and right halves, 〈k〉l and 〈k〉r respectively. Taking without loss of generality a current flowing 
from the left to the right,
v〈j〉stat ≥ 〈k〉l − 〈k〉r2 . (2)
The only model-dependent parameter in (2) is v, the Lieb–Robinson velocity [18,19]. This is 
a fundamental characteristic of many-body quantum systems representing the maximum prop-
agation velocity of information, a light-cone-like effect recently confirmed by a time-resolved 
experiment [3]. The associated Lieb–Robinson bound, at the basis of our derivation, has received 
renewed interest recently, giving rise to impressive general results [20–25,19]. In the relativis-
tic field theory (scaling) limit, the Lieb–Robinson velocity specializes to the velocity of light of 
the relativistic dispersion relation. The content of inequality (2) is that the pressure pushes the 
transferred quantities within regions where the information of the connection hasn’t yet reached, 
thus contributing to the current via equilibrium averages as per the right-hand side of (2); and 
may continue contributing within the transient regions in a way that is determined by the pre-
cise dynamics, thus giving rise to the inequality. With relativistic invariance, we will also derive 
thermodynamic relations leading to explicitly positive expressions for 〈k〉l − 〈k〉r (see (32)).
Inequality (2) has interesting consequences and interpretations. First, we may define a tran-
sient velocity
vtr := 〈k〉l − 〈k〉r2〈j〉stat , (3)
and inequality (2) says that this is bounded by the Lieb–Robinson velocity, vtr ≤ v. We may also 
define left and right transient velocities vl,r whose arithmetic average give vtr,
vl,r := ±〈k〉l,r − 〈k〉stat〈j〉stat , vtr =
vl + vr
2
, (4)
and we find the stronger statements vl < v and vr < v. Transient velocities characterize the 
transient regions, and have the interpretation as velocities of effective sharp world lines or hyper-
surfaces separating asymptotic reservoirs from the steady state region.
Near equilibrium (in the limit where the left and right subsystems are in the same initial state), 
within linear response, we will show that, in non-integrable systems, vtr and vl,r all specialize to 
the sound velocity vs associated with the wave equation linked to (1),
lim
equilibrium
vl,r = vs. (5)
Hence the transient velocities also have the interpretation as non-linear sound velocities, de-
scribing non-equilibrium wave propagation beyond the linear response regime. Interestingly, 
relation (5) does not hold in integrable systems. This is due to the lack of Gibbs thermaliza-
tion: in the presence of infinitely many conservation laws, local thermalization ideas [26–28] are 
extended to generalized Gibbs ensembles [2,29,30]. This precludes the emergence of the usual 
wave equation, based on Gibbs thermalization, even near equilibrium. In this case, the limits on 
the left-hand side of (5) can be interpreted as generalized sound velocities, encoding generalized 
Gibbs thermalization. In particular, as we will see, these may take higher values than the usual 
sound velocity.
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a path on the space of equilibrium states, asymptotic reservoirs being at η = ηl,r with ηl ≥ ηr. 
Then we may define the differential conductivities Gl,r = ±∂〈j〉stat/∂ηl,r. Near enough to equi-
librium (i.e. for all |ηl − ηr| small enough), we have
vGl,r ≥ 12
∂〈k〉l,r
∂ηl,r
. (6)
For instance, for pure energy transport one may take η to be the temperature. In this case, we can 
further show that (6) implies a bound for the noise
c2 :=
∫
dt dd−1x⊥
(〈j(x1 = 0, x⊥, t)j(0)〉
stat − 〈j〉2stat
) (7)
where x⊥ is the coordinate transverse to the flow. With βl,r the inverse temperatures, for all 
|βl − βr| small enough we have
vc2 ≥ −12
(
∂
∂βl
〈k〉βl +
∂
∂βr
〈k〉βr
)
. (8)
This follows from extended fluctuation relations (EFR) [11], which relate higher fluctuation mo-
ments to derivatives of the average current. As we will argue, based on [11,12], EFR should hold 
generally for ballistic transport.
For the inequality (2) to hold we require the conservation law (1) and a certain regularity 
condition.
The conservation law (1) arises in many situations. In some integrable models, such as lattices 
of harmonic oscillators or the Ising, XY or XXZ (anisotropic Heisenberg) quantum chains, the 
energy current is the density for a nontrivial conserved charge, hence (1) holds. Further, near or 
at quantum critical points, universal emerging collective behaviors “wash out” the lattice struc-
ture. With unit dynamical exponent, relativistic invariance emerges and the low-energy regime is 
described by Poincaré invariant quantum field theory (QFT) or by conformal field theory (CFT). 
Energy transfer observables are elements of the symmetric stress-energy tensor Tμν , with en-
ergy density q = T00, current j = T01 = T10 and (contravariant) pressure k = T11 (the physical 
pressure is T11/v2), so that in particular current conservation (1) follows from ∂μTμν = 0. The 
corresponding energy waves are sometimes called “cosmic sound” (these are studied for instance 
in [31]). Such ballistic heat transfer was recently experimentally measured in certain mesoscopic 
systems [1]. Graphene also provides a striking example, in which ballistic energy transport and its 
experimental significance were recently emphasized [32]. Thermal waves called “second sound”, 
occurring from collective behaviors of phonon instead of electrons, are also known to emerge in 
certain media [33]. In one-dimensional CFT, charge currents also satisfy (1) thanks to chiral 
factorization.
The regularity condition, stated in Section 4, is natural and expected to be widely valid, 
although generically hard to verify. It is satisfied, for instance, whenever there is large-scale 
monotonicity of k in the transient regions. Conversely, its breaking, the knowledge of which 
only requires that of the stationary current and of equilibrium values of k, implies irregularity of 
k in transient regions, hence large-scale non-monotonicity, a dynamical information otherwise 
hard to access.
Exact currents in the partitioning approach have been obtained both at and away from inte-
grability and criticality: exact energy and charge currents in one-dimensional CFT [34–37] (ex-
perimentally confirmed in [1]); exact energy currents in quantum chains with free-fermion repre-
sentations [38–43] and in higher-dimensional free-field models [14,15], numerical observations 
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higher-dimensional CFT [12,13] and in the XXZ chain [46]. Using these available results, we 
verified the bound (2) in many cases. We observe that it is saturated at one-dimensional criti-
cality, strict in other cases, but broken by certain expressions from integrability at high enough 
temperatures.
Ballistic currents in homogeneous quantum systems are of interest not only as paradigmatic 
examples of non-equilibrium steady states, but also through their involvement in the theoreti-
cal formulation of more general quantum steady states. One way of representing reservoirs that 
treats effects of memory and entanglement exactly is via the partitioning approach: large quan-
tum systems are initially thermalized, then connected to a small system through which flows are 
studied, the whole being unitarily evolved. This is a formulation used in the context of quantum 
dots [48–52]. However, such reservoirs will furnish thermalized carriers only if they are ballis-
tically transported within them. The bound derived here provides a sufficient condition for this 
requirement, which in particular is fulfilled in the simple models of reservoirs used for quantum 
dots.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the setup. In Section 3, 
we explain the relation between the partitioning approach and ballistic transport, and provide 
a non-equilibrium definition for the latter. In Section 4, we state the regularity condition and 
provide the proof of (2). In Section 5, we discuss the transient and show (5). In Section 6 we 
analyze the inequality (2) within various models. In Section 7 we analyze the consequences of 
relativistic invariance. In Section 8 we derive the inequality (8) for the noise. Finally, we conclude 
in Section 9.
2. Non-equilibrium quantum steady states
For simplicity we use a continuous notation reminiscent of field theory (the results hold in 
lattices as well), and we set the Lieb–Robinson velocity to v = 1. Let h(x) be the energy density, 
at position x = (x1, x⊥), for a homogeneous quantum system of dimension d . We separate the 
system into two reservoirs with commuting Hamiltonians Hl and Hr:
Hl =
0∫
−L
dx1
∫
dd−1x⊥ h(x), Hr =
L∫
0
dx1
∫
dd−1x⊥ h(x) (9)
where in each case the energy density h(x) = h(x1, x⊥) is integrated over the infinite 
(d − 1)-dimensional transverse direction x⊥ and half of the longitudinal direction x1. There 
is an interaction between the reservoirs on the flat transverse hypersurface at longitudinal coor-
dinate x1 = 0 (for d = 1, this is a point at x = 0), with Hamiltonian δHlr, in such a way that the 
full Hamiltonian
H = Hl + δHlr +Hr =
L∫
−L
ddx h(x) (10)
is homogeneous.
In the partitioning approach, the initial density matrix is thermal in the independent reservoirs,
ρ0 = ρ0l ⊗ ρ˜0r, ρ0l,0r = e−βl,r(Hl,r−
∑
j μ
(j)
l,r Q
(j)
l,r ) (11)
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(j)
l,r are conserved quantities with respect to Hl,r. Then, 
ρ0 is evolved unitarily with the full Hamiltonian, and energy, charge or particles start flowing 
from one reservoir to the other. A non-equilibrium steady state may be reached after a long time, 
in a system that is large enough so that its reservoirs may provide and absorb an unbounded 
amount of thermalized quantities. Accordingly, the steady state, if it exists, is the limit
〈·〉stat = lim
t→∞ limL→∞
〈
eiHt · e−iH t 〉0 (12)
where 〈·〉0 = Tr(ρ0 ·)/Tr(ρ0). One expects the steady state to exist for families of observables 
supported on finite regions around the hypersurface x1 = 0, for instance any local observable.
Without loss of generality, we assume that Q(j)l,r give rise to corresponding bulk conserved 
quantities. That is, for δQ(j)lr supported at x
1 = 0,
Q(j) := Q(j)l + δQ(j)lr +Q(j)r =
L∫
−L
ddx q(j)(x) (13)
are homogeneous conserved quantities with respect to H . The full Hamiltonian H and conserved 
charges Q(j) give rise to bulk averages 〈·〉l,r as occurring in (2):
〈·〉l,r = Tr(ρl,r·)Tr(ρl,r) , ρl,r = e
−βl,r(H−∑j μ(j)l,r Q(j)). (14)
The above could be generalized to include an additional quantum system between the reser-
voirs: in this case δHlr and δQlr generically have additional degrees of freedom, and the limit is 
not expected to depend on the initial density matrix for these degrees of freedom.
The existence of a non-equilibrium steady state is not a priori immediate, and has been studied 
in various cases. In the context of quantum dots, there is a finite-dimensional small quantum 
system in the above description (the dot), and the reservoirs are one-dimensional massless free 
fermions (the s-waves of the electronic leads). The proof of the existence of the steady state 
limit exists in the resonant-level model [53], and to all order of a perturbative expansion in the 
Kondo dot [52]. In situations where H is homogeneous, there are proofs of the existence of the 
steady state limits for chains of free fermionic degrees of freedom [38], for the Ising, XX and 
XY quantum chains [39–41], for any low-energy one-dimensional quantum critical chain within 
the formalism of CFT [36,37], and for free field theory of any dimensionality [14,15]. In the 
following we assume the steady-state limit to exist for the observables considered, and from now 
on the limit L → ∞ is understood.
3. Ballistic transport
After a long time t following connection time, one can roughly divide the full system into 
five regions, see Fig. 1. Due to the finite Lieb–Robinson velocity [18] (recall that it is normalized 
to unity), there is a “light-cone” effect: there are two regions x1 < −t and x1 > t where the 
reservoirs are locally thermal with “exponential” precision (the asymptotic baths). There are two 
transition regions that interpolate between the asymptotic baths and the area near the system, 
x1 ∈ [−t, −] and x1 ∈ [, t] with 0 <   t , and the final region x1 ∈ [−, ] is where the 
steady-state limit exists (the stationary region). The value of  is to a large extent arbitrary: it is 
only to be kept finite in the steady-state limit.
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one expects gradients of densities in the transition regions to become smaller. Hence, diffusive 
transport, controlled by gradients (e.g. Fourier’s law), is absent in the steady state. That is, quan-
tities with nonzero flows in the non-equilibrium steady state are only those that are subject to 
ballistic transport. This suggests the following definition. Let Q be a local conserved charge 
whose transport we wish to study, Q = ∫ ddx q(x), [H, Q] = 0. By locality and conservation, 
there is a current j satisfying
∂tq+ ∇ · j= 0 (15)
(and recall that j := j1 is the longitudinal component). We say that the quantity Q is subject 
to non-equilibrium ballistic transport under the dynamics H and the given initial imbalance, if 
the steady state 〈·〉stat is homogeneous (does not spontaneously break the translation symmetry 
of H ) and the steady-state average 〈j〉stat := 〈j(x)〉stat is nonzero. In the cases mentioned above 
where a non-equilibrium steady state has been shown to exist, one can verify explicitly that the 
homogeneous reservoirs involved indeed admit ballistic transport of the quantity studied.
The above definition is a far-from-equilibrium concept. Ballistic transport is often discussed 
near equilibrium, in terms of the Drude peak [16,17], related to the current two-point function. 
From the Drude peak analysis one concludes that if the total current J = ∫ ddx j(x) is conserved, 
then the linear-response conductivity is nonzero (more generally, by Mazur’s inequality [16], one 
only requires the presence of conserved quantities with which J has nonzero “overlap”). If j(x)
is a conserved local density as in (1), then indeed J is a conserved quantity. However, far from 
equilibrium, the relation between these concepts and ballistic transport is less clear. Instead, the 
statement (2) about the value of 〈j〉stat provides an answer as per the above non-equilibrium 
definition. We now proceed to show (2).
4. Regularity condition and proof of inequality (2)
Let j(x) be a conserved local density, so that (1) holds. We impose the following regularity
condition on k: there exists C() with lim→∞ C() =: C∞ ≥ 0, such that for all x1 = 0 and all 
α < 1 near enough to 1,
− 1
x1
∞∫
α|x1|
dt
(〈
kˆ
(
x1, t
)〉
0 − 〈k〉stat
)≥ C(∣∣x1∣∣). (16)
where here and below a hatted one-dimensional density bˆ(x1, t) is the transverse average of the 
density b(x, t):
bˆ
(
x1, t
) := lim
V⊥→∞
V −1⊥
∫
V⊥
dd−1x⊥ b(x, t). (17)
It is natural to assume that 〈k〉l ≥ 〈k〉r, if the initial reservoirs are thermalized as to produce 
a positive current from the left to the right. Then the regularity condition is interpreted as the 
fact that the average of k in the transient region does not pass its stationary value by too large 
an amount or for too long a time. That is, for fixed x1 < 0 (x1 > 0) and large |x1|, the value of 
〈kˆ(x1, t)〉0, as t increases, does not go too far, or for too long a time, below (above) its stationary 
value 〈k〉stat. This condition is satisfied, for instance, if 〈kˆ(x1, t)〉0 is monotonic in t within the 
transient regions, at least far enough from the connection interface and on large scales. It may 
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〈k〉stat, over a period of time that grows like |x1|.
Inequality (2) is shown under the regularity condition as follows. First note that in dimensions 
d > 1, one may consider averages over the large transverse hyperarea, (17). The d-dimensional 
equation (1) implies that these averaged quantities satisfy the one-dimensional version of (1). 
Hence the problem reduces to one dimension. With transverse homogeneity, one may scale out 
the transverse hyperarea V⊥, so that transverse averages become densities. This holds in equilib-
rium states and, by assumption, in the steady state. It also formally does in the full time-evolved 
state. But the latter is not necessary for the proof, and we may allow for instabilities, such as the 
development of turbulence, as long as the regularity condition is not broken.
Let us then specialize to d = 1. By the conservation equation (1) we have, for any t,  > 0
(see Fig. 1),
∫
−
dx
(j(x, t)− j(x,0))=
t∫
0
ds
(
k(−, s)− k(, s)). (18)
When evaluated in the initial state 〈·〉0, we may use 〈j(x, 0)〉0 = 0. Taking t → ∞ with fixed 
and α < 1,
〈j〉stat = 12
α∫
0
ds
(〈
k(−, s)〉0 − 〈k(, s)〉0)
+ 1
2
∞∫
α
ds
(〈
k(−, s)〉0 − 〈k(, s)〉0). (19)
We evaluate the first line on the right-hand side of (19) in the limit  → ∞ using two ingredi-
ents.
The first ingredient is the Lieb–Robinson bound [18], which leads to the following (see Ap-
pendix A): for every a > 0 small enough there exists va , such that for every bounded operator b
and b˜ and every t > 0, the inequality ‖[b(t), b˜(0)]‖ ≤ Ae−a(D(b,b˜)−vat) holds for some A > 0. 
Here ‖ · ‖ is the operator norm and D(b, b˜) is the distance between the supports of b and b˜. 
The Lieb–Robinson velocity is the infimum v = inf(va : a > 0) (which we have normalized to 
v = 1). The Lieb–Robinson bound implies that we may approximate b(t) by an operator [b(t)]r
supported on a neighborhood extending a distance r from the support of b, such that in any state 
〈·〉, ∣∣〈b(t)〉− 〈[b(t)]
r
〉∣∣≤ A˜e−a(r−vat). (20)
The second ingredient is the fact that bulk averages emerge in the limit where operators are far 
from boundaries:
lim
D(b,0)→∞〈b〉0 = 〈b〉l,r (b supported on the left/right). (21)
The content of this statement is that the limit exists; this limit defines bulk averages.
With ′ = α and ′′ = √α, we bound the integral ∫ ′0 ds (〈k(, s)〉0 − 〈k〉r) =∫ ′
ds (〈k(, s)〉0 − 〈k(, s)〉r) as follows:0
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′∫
0
ds
(〈
k(, s)
〉
0 − 〈k〉r
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤
′∫
0
∣∣〈k(, s)〉0 − 〈[k(, s)]′′ 〉0∣∣+
′∫
0
∣∣〈k(, s)〉
r
− 〈[k(, s)]
′′
〉
r
∣∣
+
′∫
0
∣∣〈[k(, s)]
′′
〉
0 −
〈[
k(, s)
]
′′
〉
r
∣∣.
Using (20) with va = 1/√α > 1, the first two lines on the right-hand side give O(1) as  → ∞. 
Using (21) and α < 1, the last line gives o(). A similar calculation holds for the integral of 
〈k(−, s)〉0 − 〈k〉l. Hence we find
lim
→∞
1
2
α∫
0
ds
(〈
k(−, s)〉0 − 〈k(, s)〉0)= α 〈k〉l − 〈k〉r2 (22)
and we may take the limit α → 1−.
The second line on the right-hand side of (19) is evaluated in the limit  → ∞ using (16):
lim
→∞
1
2
∞∫
α
ds
(〈
k(−, s)〉0 − 〈k(, s)〉0)≥ lim→∞C() ≥ 0. (23)
Combining (19), (22) and (23) we obtain (2).
A small modification of the above proof gives rise to the inequalities vl,r < 1 for the left and 
right transient velocities (4).
5. Non-linear and generalized sound velocities
The inequality (2) naturally suggests the definition (3) of the transient velocity vtr, as it bounds 
vtr by the Lieb–Robinson velocity, and the stronger relations suggest vl,r. From the above proof 
and the examples below, one can interpret vtr, and in more details vl,r, as effective velocities 
characterizing the transient regions. We now argue that, in non-integrable models, these veloc-
ities have the interpretation as generalizations, beyond the linear-response regime, of the sound 
velocity vs. Our assumptions are that near equilibrium, and after large enough times, there is 
local Gibbs thermalization, and that an equation of state relates Gibbs averages 〈·〉, of the form 
〈k〉 = F(〈q〉), with F having nonnegative first derivative. We will show (5) under these assump-
tions, where
vs =
√
F ′
(〈q〉) (24)
is the velocity of small planar waves about the Gibbs state, describing the propagation of q in the 
longitudinal direction x1, and emerging from the wave equations (1) and (15) under the equation 
of state.
The above assumptions are expected to hold in interacting, non-integrable models. In in-
tegrable models, the assumption of local Gibbs thermalization fails. One expects rather local 
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tion laws [29]. In this case, the derivation below does not apply, and the transient velocities do 
not specialize to the sound velocity associated to the Gibbs equation of state, as is confirmed by 
examples in the next section. Surprisingly, this is true even though initial states on the left and 
right are Gibbs states, and are taken near to each other. The left-hand side of the limit (5) is then 
naturally interpreted as “generalized sound velocities” in integrable models, quantities that are 
consequences of near-equilibrium generalized thermalization.
We denote by 〈·〉 the equilibrium state occurring in the limit taken in (5). Consider the 
quantities qˆ, jˆ and kˆ, which are densities averaged over the transverse hypersurface as in the 
previous section, qˆ(x1), jˆ(x1), kˆ(x1) = limV⊥→∞ V −1⊥
∫
V⊥ d
d−1x⊥ q(x), j(x), k(x). Again as 
in the previous section, Eqs. (1) and (15) imply their one-dimensional versions on these aver-
aged quantities. Using homogeneity in the transverse direction for quantum averages, it is then 
sufficient to set d = 1.
In the linear response regime, the averages are described by small variations around the equi-
librium state, 〈q(x, t)〉0 ≈ 〈q〉 + δq(x, t), 〈j(x, t)〉0 ≈ δj(x, t) and 〈k(x, t)〉0 ≈ 〈k〉 + δk(x, t). 
Within linear response, we may further assume that at every space–time point, the system 
is approximately at equilibrium. Using the equation of state, this implies that 〈k(x, t)〉0 ≈
F(〈q(x, t)〉0), whence δk(x, t) = F ′(〈q〉) δq(x, t). Putting these into (1) and (15), we find the 
wave equation
∂2t δq(x, t) = F ′
(〈q〉) ∂2x δq(x, t). (25)
Hence, we can identify the sound velocity as (24). The wave equation implies that
δq(x, t) = f (x − vst)+ g(x + vst). (26)
Using (1) and (15), we then find the expression
δj(x, t) = vs
(
f (x − vst)− g(x + vst)
)
. (27)
From these results, we may infer the linear-response variations of the stationary current with 
respect to variations of left and right reservoirs’ states near the common equilibrium state. 
From (26), reservoirs’ variations are given by δ〈q〉l,r = f (∓∞) + g(∓∞), and using (27) along 
with the fact that the current is zero in the reservoirs, we have f (±∞) = g(±∞). Further, 
from (27), we find the small steady-state current to be δ〈j〉stat = vs(f (−∞) − g(∞)), giving 
the relation
δ〈j〉stat = vs(δ〈q〉l − δ〈q〉r)2 =
δ〈k〉l − δ〈k〉r
2vs
. (28)
This gives (5) for vtr. Using further δ〈q〉stat = f (−∞) + g(∞) gives (5) for vl,r.
6. Models analysis
We may test inequality (2) in explicit models where exact results are available. Details of these 
model calculations are presented in Appendix B; here we discuss the results.
The inequality is saturated in low-energy one-dimensional quantum critical systems with 
unit dynamical exponent, for energy and charge transport. In both cases CFT chiral separation 
q(x, t) = q+(x − t) + q−(x + t) implies that k = q (for energy transport, this is traceless-
ness of the stress-energy tensor), and, as is explained in [36,37], it also implies that 〈j〉stat =
(〈q〉l − 〈q〉r)/2. Saturation is understood by the fact that under time evolution, thanks to chiral 
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state from exact reservoirs (the transient region in Fig. 1 is of microscopic width). Hence there is 
no correction coming from the transient region: the function C() vanishes and vtr = vl = vr = 1.
The inequality, however, appears to be strict in many situations away from one-dimensional 
criticality.
In CFT in any dimension, the steady state for energy transport, according to [12], is a boosted 
thermal state. In d > 1 dimensions, expressions for the current 〈j〉stat = 〈T01〉stat and pressures 
〈k〉l,r = 〈T11〉l,r were proposed from QFT methods, gauge–gravity duality and hydrodynamics 
ideas in [12], and from hydrodynamics considerations in [13]. Employing the results and formu-
lae of [12], the transient velocity is
vtr = d + 12d
tl + tr√
tl + dtr
√
tl + d−1tr
< 1 (CFT) (29)
where tl,r = T (d+1)/2l,r . The inequality (2) is strict. The dynamics is expected to gives rise to thin 
(of extent o(t)) transient regions centered on world-surfaces at speeds
vl,r =
√
tr,l + d−1tl,r
tr,l + dtl,r < 1,
which generalize the shock waves of the one-dimensional case and indeed satisfy vtr = (vl +
vr)/2. As noted in [12], both vl,r tend to the conformal relativistic sound velocity vs = 1/
√
d at 
equilibrium, in agreement with the general result of Section 5.
In free critical models, the steady state is instead described by independently thermalized Fock 
modes. For energy transport in the massless Klein–Gordon (KG) theory, using results of [15], we 
find
vtr =
√
π((d + 1)/2)
d(d/2)
≤ 1 (massless KG) (30)
with equality only at d = 1. In this case the transient regions are large and in the semiclassical 
(large-scale) approximation the pressures are monotonic, as independent excitations of various 
group velocities slowly build the steady state region, thus (16) is satisfied. Note that, in contrast 
with the interacting CFT case, the transient velocity is temperature-independent. Further, it is 
greater than the conformal relativistic sound velocity. This is a consequence of integrability of 
the KG theory, and (30) is a generalized sound velocity.
The inequality also appears to be strict away from criticality. In the Klein–Gordon model with 
a mass m, one multiplies the above vtr (30) by the (temperature-dependent) factor [15]∫∞
0 dpp
d+1/Ep (bl(p)− br(p))∫∞
0 dppd(bl(p)− br(p))
≤ 1
where bl,r(p) = (eβl,rEp − 1)−1 are bosonic thermal distributions and Ep =
√
p2 +m2 is the 
relativistic energy at momentum p. This equals 1 only at m = 0. The picture is again of large 
transient regions and monotonic pressure. The generalized sound velocity obtained at βl = βr =:
β , in this case, is temperature dependent, and equals the quantity (30) times∫∞
0 dpp
d+1/ sinh2(βEp/2)∫∞ dppdE / sinh2(βE /2) .0 p p
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versality, however we may analyze the transverse-field Ising model, which has a free-fermion 
representation. The non-equilibrium current was studied in [39,41,42], and the equilibrium pres-
sures may be evaluated by using the standard exact solution. Normalizing the Hamiltonian so 
that the Lieb–Robinson velocity is unity (see Appendix B), we find
vtr =
∫ π
0 dθ h sin
2 θ /(θ) (fl(θ)− fr(θ))∫ π
0 dθ sin θ (fl(θ)− fr(θ))
≤ 1 (Ising) (31)
where h ≥ 1 is the transverse magnetic field, fl,r(θ) = (eβl,r(θ) + 1)−1 are fermionic thermal 
distributions and (θ) = √h2 + 1 − 2h cos θ is the single-particle energy at wave number θ .
For massive integrable models of QFT, the equilibrium thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) 
[54] has been conjecturally generalized to non-equilibrium steady states [47] following general 
ideas of [36], giving integral equations for the non-equilibrium energy current. Similar ideas have 
been used for the XXZ chain [46]. As was pointed out in [46], such expressions should only be 
expected to be approximations within certain regimes of validity, albeit more accurate than linear 
response. A numerical analysis of the self-dual sinh-Gordon and the roaming-trajectory models 
shows that (2) is indeed satisfied only for small enough temperatures. We hope to come back to 
these issues in a future work.
7. Relativistic invariance
The bound in (2) involves equilibrium values of k, but it may be difficult in specific situations 
to argue that 〈k〉l > 〈k〉r or to determine the difference more precisely. In relativistic models 
certain response functions satisfy additional relations, which allow us to obtain explicitly positive 
bounds. In particular, for pure energy transport between reservoirs at inverse temperatures βl and 
βr, the right-hand side (2) (with j = T01 and k = T11) can be rewritten as an explicitly positive 
quantity using these thermodynamic relations:
〈
T11
〉
l −
〈
T11
〉
r
=
βr∫
βl
dβ
∫
ddx
〈
T01(x)T11(0)
〉
β
=
βr∫
βl
dβ
β
(〈
T00
〉
β
+ 〈T11〉
β
) (32)
where 〈·〉β is a thermal state at inverse temperature β . One can also simplify the right-hand side 
of (8) by applying −∂/∂βl + ∂/∂βr on (32) (making it explicitly positive).
Consider a density matrix of the form e−β(H−
∑
j μ
(j)Q(j))+νP
, where ν is associated to the 
momentum P = ∫ ddx T01(x). Define μ˜(j) := βμ(j). Denoting by 〈·〉β,ν,μ˜(j) the correspond-
ing state, if current conservation (1) holds, then the following thermodynamic relation is valid, 
proved in Appendix C:
− ∂
∂β
〈k〉β,ν,μ˜(j) =
∂
∂ν
〈j〉β,ν,μ˜(j) . (33)
Suppose that the left and right reservoirs are 〈·〉l = 〈·〉βl,0,μ˜(j) and 〈·〉r = 〈·〉βr,0,μ˜(j) with 
βl < βr. A natural interpretation of the right-hand side of (33), at ν = 0, is as the linear re-
sponse of the current to a small boost, which should be positive (thus implying a positive bound 
in (2)). In fact, integrating (33) over β , we find from (2)
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βr∫
βl
dβ
∫
ddx
〈
T01(x)j(0)〉
β,ν=0,μ˜(j) (34)
(where imaginary time-ordering is implied). Specializing to the energy current j = T01, the 
two-point function is explicitly positive by reflection positivity, and we have the first line of 
(32). In pure thermal states 〈·〉β = 〈·〉β,0,0, the pressure is related to the specific free energy 
f as 〈T11〉β = −f and the energy density as 〈T00〉β = ∂(βf )/∂β . Using (33) we then obtain 
β
∫
ddx〈T01(x)T01(0)〉β = 〈T00〉β + 〈T11〉β , giving the second line of (32).
8. An inequality for the near-equilibrium noise
For simplicity we consider pure energy transport between thermal reservoirs, 〈·〉l,r = 〈·〉βl,r
with βl < βr. Let us denote 〈j〉stat = 〈j〉stat;βl,βr . The integral form of (2) is
βr∫
βl
dβ
[
− ∂
∂β
〈j〉stat;β,βr +
∂
∂β
〈k〉β
2
]
≥ 0. (35)
A similar form holds by varying βr instead of βl. Hence in order to verify (2) it is sufficient to 
have either of the following two inequalities:
∓ ∂
∂βl,r
〈j〉stat;βl,βr ≥ −
∂
∂βl,r
〈k〉βl,r
2
. (36)
Note that one implies the other if the current is anti-symmetric under βl ↔ βr. These inequalities 
are not necessary consequences of (2). However, (35) must hold for every βl, hence the maximum 
of the integrand is positive on every interval [βl, βr] (fixed βr). By continuity, the inequalities (36)
hold for all |βl − βr| small enough (i.e. near enough to equilibrium). A similar argument can be 
used to show (6).
An interesting consequence is an inequality for the energy transfer noise (7). According 
to the extended fluctuation relations (EFR) [11], it is obtained by differentiating the current, 
c2 = (−∂/∂βl + ∂/∂βr)〈j〉stat;βl,βr . The EFR have been shown in integrable models [11] and at 
criticality in d = 1 [36,37], and have been proposed to hold at criticality in higher dimensions 
[12]. They can be derived from PT symmetry of the non-equilibrium steady-state density matrix, 
as emphasized in [12]. Paraphrasing the argument presented in [12], the relations can then be 
argued to hold generically away from integrability and for PT-symmetric dynamics by arguing 
that the emerging steady state density matrix is PT symmetric, as follows. In the partitioning 
approach, and in accordance with the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, one expects local 
“thermalization” to occur as time evolves, and the steady state to be described by a density ma-
trix involving the local conserved charges available. Generically, in the absence of non-trivial 
conservation laws, this leads to e−βH+ν
∫
ddx j(x)
, which is PT symmetric. We expect the EFR to 
be valid for ballistic transport quite generally.
Assuming the EFR and using (36), in a nonvanishing region near enough to equilibrium we 
then have (8).
Surprisingly, it turns out that for all models where we have verified (2), the strong inequalities 
(36) are satisfied for all βl and βr (and saturated at one-dimensional criticality). We do not know 
yet of a general proof or of natural dynamical conditions leading to this stronger statement.
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We have obtained inequalities bounding, under certain conditions, the non-equilibrium steady-
state current, and the noise near enough to equilibrium, in the partitioning approach for general 
local quantum many-body systems. These inequalities in particular show the presence of ballistic 
transport under these conditions, hence of far-from-equilibrium wave propagation. This general-
izes to non-equilibrium setups the well-known conclusions, near equilibrium, from an analysis 
of the Drude peak, although it is based on somewhat different ideas. We have verified the in-
equalities in various examples, including integrable and non-integrable field theory models and 
the Ising quantum chain.
An interesting physical principle emerging from this analysis is that of non-linear sound ve-
locities. The inequalities are the statements that non-linear sound velocities are bounded from 
above by the Lieb–Robinson velocity. Near equilibrium they specialize to the sound velocity in 
non-integrable systems, but interestingly they do not in integrable models. The latter is an effect 
of generalized thermalization due to the presence of infinitely many conservation laws. It would 
be very interesting to investigate further near-equilibrium wave propagation in integrable models 
by developing generalized Gibbs thermalization ideas.
We observed that the inequality is broken by recent TBA formulations of non-equilibrium 
steady states in certain regimes of temperatures. It will be important to clarify both the physics of 
non-equilibrium steady state formation in interacting integrable models, and the range of validity 
of TBA formulations.
Recall that the usual near-equilibrium Drude peak analysis also provides information about 
ballistic transport of quantities that do not correspond to wave equations (where the current is 
not the density of a conservation law (1)), using the notion of overlap with conserved quantities. 
It would be very interesting to likewise generalize the present far-from-equilibrium analysis to 
such quantities.
Finally, it remains to elucidate the conditions under which the stronger inequality (36) should 
hold.
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Appendix A. Lieb–Robinson bound
The original expression [18] of the Lieb–Robinson bound is as follows: there exists a v > 0
and a strictly positive increasing function μ(w) such that for every b, b˜ and every w > v,
lim
t→∞
D(b,b˜)≥wt
eμ(w)t
∥∥[b(t), b˜(0)]∥∥= 0. (37)
This implies ‖[b(t), b˜(0)]‖ ≤ Ae−μ(w)t for every b, b˜, t > 0 and w > v with D(b, b˜) ≥ wt
(where A depends on b, b˜). Denote D(b, b˜) = w′t . Then D(b, b˜) − wt = (w′ − w)t and we 
have, using the inequality for w replaced by w′,
204 B. Doyon / Nuclear Physics B 892 (2015) 190–210∥∥[b(t), b˜(0)]∥∥≤ Ae− μ(w′)w′−w (D(b,b˜)−wt) ≤ Ae−inf( μ(w′)w′−w :w′>w)(D(b,b˜)−wt). (38)
According to the proof in [18] (p. 256), μ(w) ∝ w for w large, hence the infimum is nonzero. 
We choose a ≤ inf( μ(w′)
w′−w : w′ > w) and va = w to obtain the formulation presented in the main 
text; the condition D(b, b˜) ≥ wt is not needed by boundedness of the operators.
Appendix B. Models calculations
B.1. Conformal field theory
Non-equilibrium steady states in the present setup have been studied one-dimensional CFT 
using chiral factorization in [36,37], and in higher-dimensional interacting CFT using QFT meth-
ods, gauge–gravity duality and hydrodynamics arguments in [12], and using hydrodynamics ar-
guments in [13]. The one-dimensional case agrees with the limit d → 1 of the higher-dimensional 
case, hence we will present the general-d result. It was found that the steady states are described 
by boosted thermal states. Symmetries of the problem and tracelessness of the stress-energy ten-
sor then imply that 〈T μν〉stat = adT d+1(ημν + (d + 1)uμuν) where ημν = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1)μν
and uμ = (cosh θ, sinh θ, 0, . . . , 0)μ. Here T is the rest-frame temperature and θ the boost rapid-
ity. The values of T and θ in terms of Tl and Tr, as evaluated in [36] for d = 1 and proposed in 
[12] for d > 1, give〈
T01
〉
stat = dad/(d + 1) (tl − tr)
√
tl + dtr
√
tl + d−1tr (39)
where tl,r = T (d+1)/2l,r . The constant ad is model-dependent, and specializes to a1 = c/6 where c
is the central charge. At equilibrium (i.e. setting θ = 0), we have 〈T μν〉 = adT d+1 diag(d, 1, . . . ,
1)μν . Hence the pressures are 〈T11〉l,r = ad t2l,r. This leads to the transient velocity vtr shown in 
the main text, which fulfills (2).
Further, differentiating we obtain
− ∂
∂βl
〈
T01
〉
stat;βl,βr =
dad
2
t
d+3
d+1
l
(
1 + tl − tr
2(tl + dtr) +
tl − tr
2
(
tl + d−1tr
))
×√tl + dtr√tl + d−1tr (40)
and
−1
2
∂
∂βl
〈
T11
〉
βl
= (d + 1)ad
2
t
d+3
d+1 +1
l . (41)
An analysis of these expression, using (tl +dtr)(tl +d−1tr) ≥ (tl + tr)2 and √tl + dtr/
√
tl + d−1tr
+
√
tl + d−1tr/√tl + dtr ≥ 2, shows that the first of (36) indeed holds (hence the second holds 
by anti-symmetry of the current).
B.2. Klein–Gordon model
In free (quadratic) models, the general statement is that a non-equilibrium density matrix ρstat
reproducing 〈·〉stat can be written in terms of free modes, where those with positive (negative) 
momenta are thermalized with βl (βr). In the case of the Klein–Gordon theory this was shown 
in [15], where various observables including the energy current and its fluctuations were studied 
within the partitioning approach. It was found that
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∫
Dp W(p)A†(p)A(p) (42)
where Dp = ddp/((2π)d2Ep) is the relativistically invariant measure (we recall that Ep =√
p2 +m2 ), W(p) = (βlΘ(p1) + βrΘ(−p1))Ep describes the independent thermalization of 
right-moving and left-moving modes (Θ is the step function), and A(p), A†(p) are annihila-
tion and creation operators at momentum p with relativistic normalization [A(p), A†(p′)] =
(2π)d2Ep δ(d)(p −p′). Following textbook material, the stress-energy tensor can be written ex-
plicitly in terms of these operators, and one finds [15]
〈
T01
〉
stat =
d(d/2)ζ(d + 1)
2π
d
2 +1
(
r2l − r2r
)
, (43)
〈
T11
〉
l,r =
((d + 1)/2)ζ(d + 1)
π
d+1
2
s2l,r (44)
where rl,r = sl,r = T (d+1)/2l,r if the mass m is zero, and
r2l,r =
1
d!ζ(d + 1)
∞∫
0
dp
pd
eβl,rEp − 1 , (45)
s2l,r =
1
d!ζ(d + 1)
∞∫
0
dp
pd+1
Ep(e
βl,rEp − 1) (46)
if m = 0. Here ζ(z) is Riemann’s zeta function. These lead to the expressions of vtr written in 
the main text. Further, using the facts that d(d/2)/π ≥ ((d + 1)/2)/√π and that ∂/∂βl r2l ≥
∂/∂βl s2l , we also find that (36), hence (2), are satisfied.
B.3. Ising chain in a transverse magnetic field
The non-equilibrium steady state for energy transport in the Ising chain in a transverse mag-
netic field has been studied within the partitioning approach in [39,41,42]. The Hamiltonian, in 
terms of Pauli matrices, takes the form
H = −1
2
∑
n
(
σxn σ
x
n+1 + hσzn
) (47)
(we consider the case h > 1 only). The right and left Hamiltonians Hl and Hr are defined by 
summing over n ≤ −1 and n ≥ 1, respectively, and δHlr is the term with n = 0. The energy 
current density jn at the site n = 0 is then evaluated by j0 = i[H, Hr −Hl]/2.
The model can be exactly solved using the Jordan-Wigner procedure, which maps the Ising 
spins to fermionic operators. In terms of local fermionic operators cn on sites n ∈ Z, with 
{cn, c†n′ } = δn,n′ , the energy density and current are
hn = −hc†ncn +
1
2
(
cn − c†n
)(
cn+1 + c†n+1
)
, (48)
jn = ih2
(
c†ncn+1 − c†n+1cn
)
. (49)
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i[H,jn] + kn+1 − kn = 0 (50)
with
kn = h2
(
−c†ncn +
1
2
(
c
†
n−1 − cn−1
)(
c
†
n+1 + cn+1
))
. (51)
The diagonalization is performed by the transformation
cn = (−1)n
π∫
−π
dθ
2π
einθ
(
cosφ(θ)A(θ)− i sinφ(θ)A†(−θ)) (52)
where φ(θ) ∈ [−π, π] is defined by
(θ)e2iφ(θ) = eiθ − h, (θ) > 0 (53)
and {A(θ), A†(θ ′)} = 2πδ(θ − θ ′). The Hamiltonian is then expressed as
H =
∑
n
hn =
π∫
−π
dθ
2π
(θ)A†(θ)A(θ) (54)
where (θ) = √h2 + 1 − 2h cos θ .
It was shown in [39,41,42] that, as in the Klein–Gordon case, the steady-state corresponds to 
independent thermalization of right and left movers; the density matrix is
ρstat = e−
∫ π
−π
dθ
2π W(θ)A
†(θ)A(θ) (55)
where W(θ) = (βlΘ(θ) + βrΘ(−θ))(θ). One can then evaluate averages using the formula
〈
A†(θ)A
(
θ ′
)〉
stat =
2πδ
(
θ − θ ′)
1 + eW(θ)(θ) . (56)
One finds
〈j〉stat =
π∫
−π
dθ
2π
h sin θ
1 + eW(θ) , (57)
〈k〉l,r = 〈k〉βl,r =
π∫
−π
dθ
2π
h2 sin2 θ
(θ)
(
1 + eβl,r(θ)) . (58)
In order to verify (2) and (36), we need to evaluate the Lieb–Robinson velocity v. This can 
be calculated as the maximal group velocity d(θ)/dθ = h sin θ/(θ) over all values of wave 
numbers θ (we hope to come back to why this is the Lieb–Robinson velocity in a future work):
v = max
(
h sin θ
(θ)
: θ ∈ [−π,π]
)
. (59)
The maximum at θ = θ∗ is obtained by solving d(h sin θ/(θ))/dθ |θ=θ∗ = 0, and we find 
cos θ∗ = 1/h and sin θ∗ = √1 − 1/h2. The result is v = 1, hence (2) and (36) do not involve 
additional velocity factors.
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−∂〈k〉βl/∂βl. Using (57), it is sufficient to check that
h sin θ ≥ h
2 sin2 θ
(θ)
∀θ ∈ [0,π]. (60)
One can indeed show that (θ) > h sin θ : the inequality is immediate at θ = 0, π , both sides are 
continuous, and both side are equal to each other if and only if θ = arccos(1/h).
B.4. Massive integrable quantum field theory
Integrable models of QFT with single particle spectra have also been studied within the par-
titioning approach, with conjectured exact expressions for the current using a non-equilibrium 
generalization [47] of the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz [54]. The main object is a (dimensionless) 
“free energy”
fa(βl, βr) = −
∫ dθ
2π
m cosh θ log
(
1 + e−εa(θ)). (61)
The function εa(θ) solves the integral equation
εa(θ) = W(θ)+ am sinh(θ)−
∫ dγ
2π
ϕ(θ − γ ) log(1 + e−εa(γ )) (62)
where W(θ), as above, is the driving term representing the non-equilibrium steady state, and 
ϕ(θ) is the scattering phase of the two-particle process. The parameter a generates the connected 
correlation functions of the energy current (momentum density) operator j = T01; for instance, 
∂
∂a
fa(βl, βr)|a=0 = 〈j〉stat. The equilibrium free energy is f (β) = β−1f0|βl=βr=β , and the pres-
sure is given by 〈k〉l,r = −f (βl,r). Hence for all relevant quantities in (2), we obtain sets of 
integral equations which can be solved numerically. In [47] the current was analyzed, in par-
ticular, for the one-parameter family of “roaming-trajectory” models [55], with scattering phase 
given by ϕ(θ) = sech(θ − θ0) + sech(θ + θ0) where θ0 ∈R+ (the sinh-Gordon model at the self-
dual point is obtained by setting θ0 = 0). We have performed a numerical analysis, and found 
that, for values of βl and βr far enough from each other, inequality (2) is broken. We hope to 
investigate this in future works.
Appendix C. Proof of a relativistic thermodynamic relation
We prove (33) as follows, focusing on d = 1 for simplicity. Let us denote T00 = h and T01 =
p, and 〈ab〉c = 〈ab〉 −〈a〉〈b〉. We assume that connected correlation functions decay faster than 
the inverse distance; they decay exponentially in any thermal states, for instance. We need to 
show ∫
dx
〈
h(x)k(0)
〉c = ∫ dx 〈p(x)j(0)〉c. (63)
By Poincaré invariance, the stress-energy tensor is conserved and symmetric, hence ∂th = −∂xp. 
Let B := i
∫ 
− dxxh(x). Recalling that [P, O] = i∂xO and [H, O] = −i∂tO, we have
[P,B] = −
∫
dx x∂xh(x) = H − hs(),
−
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∫
−
dx x∂xp(x) = P − ps(),
where hs() := h() +h(−), ps() := p() +p(−), H :=
∫ 
− dx h(x) and P :=
∫ 
− dx p(x). 
Hence,
−〈B[P,k(0)]〉= 〈[P,B]k(0)〉= 〈(H − hs())k(0)〉
= 〈Hk(0)〉c + 〈hs()k(0)〉c (64)
where we used 〈H〉 = 〈hs()〉 by translation invariance. With decay faster than 1/, taking 
the large- limit we obtain −〈B[P, k(0)]〉 =
∫
dx〈h(x)k(0)〉c. A similar calculation shows that 
−〈B[H, j(0)]〉 =
∫
dx〈p(x)j(0)〉c. Using (1) we get (63). Naturally, this holds for any k and j
related by a conservation law. Hence with (15) we also have
− ∂
∂β
〈j〉β,ν,μ˜(j) =
∂
∂ν
〈q〉β,ν,μ˜(j) . (65)
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